
Translations of German Poetry in American
Magazines, 1741–1810: Cultural Encounters
and the Shaping of American Literary Taste

The translation of German poetry into American magazines played a
significant role in shaping American literary taste and cultural exchange
during the 18th and early 19th centuries. From the mid-18th century
onward, American readers were introduced to German literature through
magazines such as The American Magazine, The New England
Magazine, and The Literary Magazine and American Register. These
publications featured translations of works by prominent German poets,
including Friedrich Schiller, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, and Friedrich
Hölderlin.

The Genesis of German Poetry TranslationsThe earliest translations of
German poetry in American magazines can be traced back to the mid-18th
century. In 1741, The American Magazine published an anonymous
translation of Johann Jacob Bodmer's poem "The Dream of Sleep." This
translation was part of a larger trend of interest in German literature among
American intellectuals, who were drawn to the Sturm und Drang movement
and its emphasis on emotional expression and individualism.

The Growth of Interest in German LiteratureAs the 19th century
progressed, interest in German literature continued to grow in the United
States. The rise of Romanticism, with its emphasis on the imagination,
nature, and individual experience, further fueled this interest. American



writers and intellectuals were eager to explore the works of German
Romantic poets, who were seen as kindred spirits in their exploration of the
inner life and the beauty of the natural world.
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Magazines as Vehicles of TranslationAmerican magazines played a
crucial role in facilitating the translation and dissemination of German
poetry. Magazines provided a platform for translators to publish their work
and for American readers to encounter German literature in a more
accessible form. Magazines also served as forums for critical discussions
of German literature, helping to shape American readers' understanding
and appreciation of it.

Prominent Translators and Their ImpactAmong the most notable
translators of German poetry in American magazines was Charles
Timothy Brooks. Brooks translated the works of Goethe, Schiller, and
other German poets into English with sensitivity and skill. His translations
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helped to introduce American readers to the grandeur and beauty of
German Romantic poetry. Another prominent translator was Theodore
Dwight. Dwight, a prominent clergyman and literary figure, translated
Schiller's "The Robbers" and other works. His translations were highly
influential in shaping American perceptions of German drama.

The Influence on American LiteratureThe translations of German poetry
in American magazines had a profound impact on the development of
American literature. German Romantic poetry, with its emphasis on
imagination, subjectivity, and the beauty of nature, influenced the work of
American writers such as Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, William Cullen
Bryant, and Edgar Allan Poe.

Cultural Exchange and the German-American ConnectionThe
translation of German poetry into American magazines also facilitated
cultural exchange between the United States and Germany. These
translations helped to promote understanding and appreciation of German
culture in the United States and contributed to the formation of a German-
American literary tradition.

A Legacy of Translation and ExchangeThe translation of German poetry
in American magazines left a lasting legacy on American literary history.
These translations introduced American readers to the richness and
diversity of German literature and helped to shape the development of
American literary taste. The tradition of translating German poetry into
English continues to this day, as translators continue to explore the works
of German poets and make them accessible to new generations of readers.
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